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To Western Sydney Planning Partnership,
Thank you for engaging the public and asking for feedback. I have skim viewed some of the very
detailed documents and would think that the average person living in Western Sydney will not have
the time or interest in reading all those pages. I see a lot of time and energy has gone into the
production of the documents and would like to highlight some of my concerns that I could not easily
see:
1) It is great that there is other uses next to and near the airport for employment and housing.
2) No detailed knowledge of flight plans, noise in specific suburbs and frequently thus it is very
difficult to see if the appropriate land use has been made. I suggest that an easy to use search
engine be provided for those in Western Sydney as to how the airport will affect them.
3) The comments around the environment and bio diversity could be more extensive and my hope is
that there are more funds provided to purchase good environmental sites around the Western
Sydney basis rather than out of the area to alleviate the development.
4) I am hoping that the new rail and roads to and from the airport are not over the top and
expensive. If so it would be counter productive. For instance by cheaper rail then this could reduce
he number in vechals.
5) The government should consider increases in the operation time of the Sydney (mascot) airport to
share the air traffic and noise.
6) This is a great opportunity to focus on new technology and ways of doing business some examples
to think about could include: - encourage car pooling around the areas - increasing communication
to ensure local businesses as well with intimate knowledge are assisted and promoted. However
new technologies such as creating a large incinerator like the one proposed at Eastern Creek should
not be encouraged (especially if close to residents).
Please keep me informed or progress. Thanks

